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"TELL JHE TRUJH AND DON'if BE AFRAID." WWW.DENNEWS.COM 
_ Eastern Illinois University, Charleston 
El dia 
de los 
muertos 
Skeleton workshop to 
pay tribute tcr Latino day 
of the dead holiday 
BJ Cleopatra R. Watson 
Staff Correspondent 
Students can learn how to make 
skeletons in respect of deceased 
family and friends for El dia de los 
muertos. 
"El dia de los muerros," or 
celebration for the day of the dead, 
is a catholic holiday celebrated by 
many people, but especially people 
.of Latino bericage in special tribute 
to the "all souls day." 
It is a time when it is believed 
that the souls of dead walk amongst 
the living, according to Kristin 
Routt. 
Routt is a professor of Spanish 
language, literature and culture. 
"In Mexico, Mexicans have a 
very special way of viewing death; 
they accepr it as a part oflife, which 
is evoked in their craft work," Routt 
said. 
H SEE MUEITOS, PAGE 9 
cheat sheet 
n The city council executed an 
agreement with Upchurch and 
Associates, who will design and plan 
the $55,000 Jackson Avenue Bridge 
replacement. 
Page 2 
n Eastern's botany club's longest 
running traditiort is an annual trip to 
the Smoky Mountain National Park 
and hast.ken place almost ~ 
year since the club's establishment in 
1949. 
Pap 3 
n Head football coach Bob Spoo was 
moved to Sarah Bush Lincoln from 
Barnes-Jewish Hospital in St. Louis 
last week and is recovering from minor 
CX>lllplications indirectly related to his 
August 51!fgery, his family said. 
Page 12 
El.ECTIONS 
VOTER 
REGISTRATION 
., Days left to register.to vote in 
November's elections: 
6 
n Voters can register at the Coles 
County Circuit Clerk's Office at the 
courthouse in Charleston through 
Oct 10. 
n Two forms of ID are needed, 
including one Y!ith a current 
address. 
n For more information, visit 
www.dennews.com or 
www.co.coles.il.us/coderk/ 
CAMPUS I COUNCIL ON ACADEMIC AFFAIRS 
Grade appeals up for revision 
BJ AshleJ Rueff 
Seoior University Reporter 
A replacement of the current 
Grade Appeals Policy will be 
discussed at today's Council on 
Academic A.fFa.irs meeting. 
on Review of Alleged Capricious 
Grades that would make revisions 
co the current Grade Appeals 
Policy. 
of each Departmental Grade 
Appeals Committee that heard 
grade appeals from students. Her 
participation brought to light some 
areas of the policy she thought 
could be improved such as the 
composition of the grade appeal 
committees and the rimellne used 
in the process. 
what I'm working to do," Frederick 
said. She is a current member of the 
Grade Appeals Ad Hoc Committee 
that began working on the new 
proposal lase semester. Changing the policy was 
One proposed change to the 
policy is the composition and 
organi.z.ation of the grade appeal 
committees. 
CAA and the Council on 
Graduate Studies held a joint 
forum Sept. 28 to discuss and hear 
comments on a proposed Policy 
. a · projecr Chelsea F,rederick, 
former student vice president fot 
student affairs started during her 
term in office last year. As the 
former student vice president for 
student affairs, she was a member 
"I promised the student body 
that I would change this and that's H SEE APPEALS, PAGE t 
EllC HllTIEI I THE DAILY EASTBll I EWS 
Booth Library has displays of Eastern alumnus Burl Ives memorabilia set up near its north and south entrances. The exhibit complemented the 
Ives exhibit at the Tarble Arts Center and the Embarrass Valley Film Festival that focused on Ives' dedication to singing and acting in movies and 
television. The exhibit can be seen until the end of October. 
A legend revealed 
Bootn library exhibit remembers 
many facets alumnus Ives' life 
BJ Kristina Peters 
Activities P.eporter 
A library exhibit and stories passed down 
during the years reveal the life of Eastern 
alumnus Burl Ives. 
"He's probably one of Eastern's most well-
known (alumni}," said Bob Hillman, general-
operations for Booth Library. 
Although Ives never graduated from Eastern, 
be received an Honorary Doctorate of Humane 
Letters degree in 1985. 
Few scories about Ives and Eastern prove to 
be accurate, said Dan Thornburgh, professor 
emeritus and founding chair of the Journalism 
Department. 
Thornburgh was a close friend of Ives and 
his wife, Dorothy. He heard firsthand from Ives 
what was fact and what was fiction about bis 
life. 
He bas stories to share, and the Booth Library 
helps to tell those stories through images and 
artifaccs from Ives' life before, during and after 
Eastern. 
Hillman, David Bell and Carl Lorber are the 
curacors of the exhibit, which complimented 
the Ives exhibit ar the Tarble Arrs Center and 
the Embarrass Valley Film Festival that focused 
on Ives' dedication to singing and acting in 
movies and television. The exhibit can be seen 
until the end of October. 
As an Eastern student 
Ives enrolled at Eastern in 1927 to become 
a history teacher and left three years lacer in 
1930. 
Some speculate chat Ives was forced to leave 
the school because of his grades, while others 
say he left voluntarily. 
Thornburgh said Livingscon Lord, the 
president of Eastern ar the rime, brought Ives 
into his office and rold "the 20-year-old Ives 
that he had, too, restless a spirit" and was "not 
cut out to be a classroom history teacher." 
Lord dismissed him from Eastern and, 
because education was important to his parentS, 
Ives did not go home bur instead hircbbiked to 
Terra Haute, Ind. 
"He went back to his room at the fraternity 
house, packed a bag, picked up his guitar 
and headed east on what is now Illinois 16," 
Thornburgh said. 
Although Ives spent three years on campus, 
he was involved in many organizations and was 
always seen on the football field. 
"He contributed a lot to the school as a 
student even though academically he wasn't 
very good," Hillman said. 
Football was in Ives' blood, and besides 
a history teacher he wanted to be a coach. A 
picture oflves with the football team is in the 
exhibit. 
"His face is really recognizable," Hillman said 
of the picture, comparing it to Ives throughout 
the years. 
H SEE LEGEID, PAGE 10 
-U news ----------------WWWILlll ..... DEa.iN....,NE\¥5 COM I THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS l-IHURSOAY 10 5 06 
CITY I COUNCIL MEETING 
IAY filAllEC I TIE DAILY EASYEll IEWS 
City Manager Scott Smith answers citizens, questions about the proposed ethanol plant during the City 
Council meeting Tuesday evening. 
Council pays $55,000 
for bridge replacement 
City also authorizes 
street closures for 
Christmas events 
The Cicy Council executed an 
agreement with Upchurch and 
Associates, who will design and 
plan the Jackson Avenue Bridge 
replacement, Tuesday at cbe Cicy 
Council meeting. 
"It is really used a lot and is in 
desperate need of replacement," 
said cicy council member Lorelei 
E. Sims, in reference to the current 
Jackson Avenue Bridge. 
The council also agreed to 
"appropriate money to pay them" 
which "seems appropriate," Mayor 
John lnyan said. 
The council agreed co pay them 
$55,500 in MFf funds, a fund that 
"cakes a ponion out of each gallon 
of gas you buy," Inyart said. 
Sims added "the public should 
be aware of possible design options" 
and che "historic ambience should 
be maintained." 
The bridge has been in existence 
since 1937. 
The council also authorized 
an application for "HOME" - a 
Single-Family, Owner-Occupied 
Rehabilitation Program cbac funds 
those in need. 
Last year there were $30,000 in 
funds which led to seven houses 
being built. 
ThiS 'year. the total was bumped 
up to $40,000. 
In order for someone co be 
eligible for such funds, cbey muse 
Mayor Jolla 
1.,art 
Inyart received 
acclaim from 
council member 
Jeff Lahr about 
his "common-
sense approach" 
to the roofing 
tax. Inyart also 
said the city is 
still working on 
the proposal for 
an ethanol plant 
in Charleston. 
have a low 
income, they 
muse own their 
house and it can't 
be in rip-top 
condition, lnyan 
said. 
The council 
also auchoriud 
temporary 
street closures, 
mostly between 
Jackson Avenue 
and Madison 
Avenue, for 
"Christmas in 
the Heart of 
Charleston" chat 
wlll take place 
from 5 ro 9 p.m. 
on Dec. 2. 
Ar the end 
of the meeting. 
council member 
Jeff Lahr said 
he appreciated 
the "common-sense approach" the 
mayor took concerning the roofing 
tax, which requires anyone who is 
hired to put a roof on a house to 
have a $50 permit. 
A permit is required by state law, 
which means the cicy of Charleston 
docs nor have the power ro overturn 
it. 
Ac the last council meeting a 
number of Charleston residents 
vehemently expressed their disdain 
for such a permit. 
"The direction re was going in 
just wasn't making sense," lnyan 
said. 
"It was costing us, and our 
citUcns. money." 
· lnyan said he would like ro 
find a way to fit under the state 
ordinance, but it was obvious che 
current resolution was upsetting 
the citizens. 
Charleston resident Dick 
Goodrick also expressed concern 
about the possible Charleston 
crhanol plane char has been 
proposed. 
Inyart said chey arc still in 
"fact-finding mode" and no final 
decisions have been made. 
He did say that about 100 
ethanol plants in Illinois have been 
planned, but he wasn't sure if it was 
possible co fuel every one of rhe 
plants. 
Inyart also said that the plant 
won't affecc the outtake from che 
lake and a comprehensive water 
plan study chat is already under 
way. 
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WHERE ARE YOU TAKING YOUR 
FAMILY THIS WEEKEND? 
Charleston's Favorite Restaurant 
BEST BREAKFAST IN TOWN 
SANDWICHES*WRAPS*SALADS*APPETIZERS* 
GYROS*QUESADILLAS*PORK BBQ* 
SUPER NACHOS*FAJITAS*HOMEMADE CID.LI & 
GETABLE BEEF SOUP* BURGERS*BEER & WIN 
HOMEMADE DESSERTS and much more! 
II 
~ .. 
HOME OF STRAWBERRY BREAD 
Just off the square in Downtown Charleston 
.. j
8 [pillLll ll Rll lDl\ilJDI! 
l 
Family Weekend Guide: 
~0 
~ Homecoming Guide: 
I 
.. 
~f)O 
i 
t 
Housing and Dining Guide: 
~ = o Call the DEN toda ~~-~~J-,~·-
CWI SPOTLIGHT I BOTANY CLUB 
T w-o green thunibs up 
57 ·year-old club works 
to hold on tight to 
group traditions 
BJ A.atlloBJ latsinlis 
Stall Correspondent 
The Botany Club is one of 
the oldest Registered Student 
Organizations on campus. 
According to Janice Coons, one 
of the advisers of the Botany Club, 
the club was established in 1949, 
and its 30 members still practice 
many of the same cradirions from 
when it was founded. 
Coons also mentioned that the 
Botany Club's longest running 
tradition is an annual trip to the 
Smoky Mountain National Park 
in Tenn.. and has taken place 
almost every year since the club's 
establishment. 
This trip t2kcs place after 
graduation in the spring and is 
open to any members and non-
members alike. • 
Students run the club with the 
occasional help of a faculty adviser. 
Coons said a typical meeting 
normally involves a lot of food. 
"We're probably the only club 
on campus that has an official 
baker,• Coons said. 
•Lase year one of our officers 
came up with that idea and another 
srudcnt has volunteered chat 
position this year." 
The Botany Oub's purpose is to 
educate people on planes, and just 
to have fun with people who have 
similar interests in the outdoors, 
Coons said. A typical meeting 
usually includes a guest speaker 
and food. 
They go on ficldtrips usually 
rwice a year. These trips include 
visits to the Missouri Botanical 
Garden, the Morton Arboretum, 
the Chicago Botanical Garden, and 
even trips to a winery. 
The club holds many events 
here on campus including a plant 
sale and the popular caramel apple 
sale. 
Bob Alvin, a junior recreation 
major, remembered his first 
encounter with the event. 
"My freshman year I bought a 
caramel apple from the sale and 
have made it a point to try and get 
one every year,"' Alvin said. ""Who 
doesn't like giant apples covered in 
caramel?" 
The caramel apple sale will take 
place this year near Oct. 23. For 
more information on the Botany 
Club, contact Coons. Members 
meet at 5:30 p.m. every other 
Wednesday in the Life Science 
building. 
SUBMITTED PHOTO 
The Eastern Botany Club is pictured on a recent trip to a local garden. The club, established in 1949, is one of the oldest Recognized Student 
Organizations and takes annual trips to gardens in Chicago, Missouri and Tennessee. 
CAMPUS I ASIA IN EIU 
An army of 1 percent 
By Kristina Peters 
ActMties P.eporter 
About 1 percent of studencs 
at Eastern arc Asian, and that 1 
pcrccm is working together to 
educate srudcnts about the culrurc. 
·1c·s really good timing for EIU 
to expand its programs," said Jinhee 
l.tt, assistant professor of hiscory 
and coordinator of the Asian studies 
minor. 
For Kenny Bae, coming to 
Eastern was a shocking experience 
because ic was noc as diverse as he 
thought it would be. 
•For a universicy I was surprised," 
said Bae, a senior physics major. 
Bae cransfcrrcd to Eastern 
without researching the school and 
did not except to find that only 1 
percent of ~rudents arc Asian. 
There are organizations on 
campus to bring the culture together 
and teach others about it as well. 
The Asian American Association 
is one group, founded by students 
about five years ago, that encourages 
all students to learn about the 
culture. 
•They arc very proud of 
themselves and what they arc doing 
for the university," Lee said of the 
srudcnts. 
In the past, AM has had a tea 
ceremony at Tarblc, gone to a 
Korean Film Festival in Champaign 
and learned how co use chopsticks. 
"I'd like (students} to think 
about what you can do co expand 
your horiz.ons," Lee said. 
Expanding horizons was the 
main message char Lee wanted to 
gee across to the about 30 attendees 
at the Univcrsicy Board lecrure "Asia 
in EI U, EIU in Asia." 
Although Lee docs not like 
speaking in public, she was happy 
to do so Wednesday. 
"I love speaking when I have a 
message to deliver," she said. 
Her message is that srudents 
should be more pro-active and 
informed abour Asian culture. 
Many students have contacced 
Lee asking about ways co learn about 
Asian culture and possibly learning 
to speak Japanese and Chinese. 
"Somehow students realize the 
lack of education," Lee said. 
Lee helped to inform srudcnts 
and faculty of the relationship 
t t •I . t • t I •• 
"I'd like (students) to think about what 
you can do to expand your horizons ." 
between Asians and Americans 
through photos, a clip from a film 
and faces from history. 
She showed photos of the AM 
members at the evencs and the clip 
was from the documentary "Fog of 
War," which was about chc Vietnam 
War. 
There are five for sure that can be 
counted buc depending on where 
you sec Afghanistan, it could be six, 
Lee said. 
Lee explained some parcerns of 
the relationship between the United 
States and Asia, which include 
ignorance and racism. 
There is ignorance because 
there is a gap between perception 
and reality especially because most 
students in K-12, and sometimes 
in college, do not learn abour Asian 
cultures, Lee said. 
The history Lee explained 
opened the eyes of many attendees. 
"I guess I have been kind of 
naive of Americans view toward 
Asia and the Asian perspective of 
the U.S.," said Tristan Sodcrgrcn-
Baar, a junior history major. 
Sodergren-Baar attended the 
event because Lee is his professor 
but also he is interested in Asian 
culrure and an active member of 
AAA. 
Because of the photos shown by 
Lee and hearing of chc experiences 
of people who have been to Asia 
made Sodergren-Baar interested in 
going there co teach. 
One person who went to China 
to teach is Dana Blumthal, 24, 
who graduated from Eastern in 
December 2004 wirh a degree in 
history. 
In a recent e-mail she wrote to 
Lee, Blumthal said. "I wanted to go 
to a place that was so completely 
different from the (United Scates)." 
Lessons Abroad, lessons 
learned 
n Lessons Abroad, Lessons Learned 
is a faculty development where faculty 
members who have traveled abroad will 
share in a panel discussion about their 
international expetience. The panel Ytill 
be from 9:30 a.m. to 11 a.m. in the 
Martinsville P.oom of the Martin Luther 
King Jr. University Union. 
Dealing with Difficult People 
n Dealing with Difficult People is 
a seminar on how to deal with an 
employee, student or a customer who is 
difficult and what kind of resources and 
agencies are able to assist. 
The seminar will be held from 8 a.m. 
to noon in the Charleston-Mattoon 
Room of the Martin Luther King Jr. 
University Union. For more information 
call Sandy Bowman at 581-8415. 
Academic Advising 
Appointments 
,, Students who are assigned to 
the Academic Advising Center in Ninth 
Street Hall, need to go to there to make 
their academic advising appointments. 
Appointments must be made in person. 
All students must meet with their 
academic adviser before they can 
register for Spring classes. 
campus 
TODAY 
Study Abroad Info Session 
Time I 4p.m. 
Location I 1207 Blair Hall 
More info I 581-7267 
Making Mexican Skeleton Puppets for 
Dia de los muertos 
A hands-on workshop 
Time I 4 p.m. 
Location I Martinsville Room, 
University Union 
More info I 581-6692 
Creating Biogs 1 
Time 12-4 p.m. 
Location I Cats Training lab, 
McAfee 1214 
More info I 581-8397 
COMMENTS I CORRECTIONS I 
EVENTS 
To report any errors, local events or 
general suggestions for Mure editions 
please contact our news editor, Sarah 
Whitner. via: 
Phone I 581-7942, 
E-mail I DENaewsdesk@gmail.com 
Office visit I 1a11 Bu.uud Hall. 
• view 
ISSUE I The movement of 
a Family Weekend volleyball 
game to the Student Rec 
Volleyball 
match's 
relocation 
a disgrace 
"Volleyball vs. Tennessee Tech 
Family Weekend 2006 
6:30 p.m. at SRC Court No. 5" 
That's the llne in the schedule on 
Eastern's athletics Web site, with its new 
location at eiupanthers.com. 
There really should be a better 
alternative than burying a conference 
game into the back of the Rec Cenrer. 
SRC stands for Student Recreation 
Center, and that is where the Panthers' 
division I volleyball team will be playing 
their game. 
The reason the game will be played 
there is that the Panthers' regular home, 
Lantz Arena, will be playing host to che 
Family Weekend concert by Foreigner. 
Division I is. supposed co be the 
pinnacle of collegiate athletics, and 
Eastern is proud co be a pare of it. 
The game will nor even have live 
statistics updated on the Web, as all the 
teams' other games do because Inrernet 
access is nor reliable in the Rec Cenrer, 
according co the reams' press release on 
the game. 
This will be che first time since 2000, 
when a match was played at Charleston 
High School, that the Panthers will be 
forced to play a match outside of their 
regular home, and it is co be hoped that 
it will not happen again short of an 
emergency. 
NCAA Division I volleyball is 
occasionally on ESPN and ESPN2. 
Its championship match lase season 
berween Washington and Nebraska drew 
8,500 fans. 
This is serious stuff. 
Ir is hard co imagine a more 
glamorous sport, such as football, being 
subjected co this. 
le is difficult to picture Eascern's 
football team marking our 120 yards 
on the intramural fields so that Micah 
Rucker could By past an opposing 
cornerback, catch the ball on a dead run 
and have his momentum carry him into 
the Campus Pond. 
Volleyball, or any sport, should be 
treated the same way. 
Granted, Eastern does not need co 
keep rwo top-notch volleyball facilities 
available at all times. And the Foreigner 
concert would rock a little less hard if 
it were crammed into the Buzzard Hall 
auditorium. 
But surely the schedule could have 
been reworked ahead of time so that this 
conflict of schedule could be avoided. 
Our athletes deserve that much. 
The editorial is the majority opinion of 
The Daily Eastem News editorial board. 
Reach the opinions editor at 
DENopinions@gmail.co11. 
EDITORIAL BOARD 
Editor in Chief I Kyle Mayhugh 
Managing Editor I Amy Simpson 
News Editor I Sarah Whitney 
DRAWN FROM THE NEWS I JIM ALLOCCO 
Jim Allocco I Opinions Editor 
Jay Grabiec I Photo Editor 
Nora Maberry I Online Editor 
COLUMNIST I HOLLY HENSCHEN 
American Idle 
While citizens are content watching reality shows, 
the true reality programming is being forgotten 
The hot reality show you've been missing 
is getting darker and dirtier each season. 
The plot chickens and characters come 
and go as viewers are on the edge of their 
seats to see what will happen next. 
And this show's not just on TV weekly. 
You can find it all over the Internee, 
in magazines, in books and on the radio, 
simultaneously. 
Despite being the most expensive show 
produced co date, its ratings are in the 
basement - perhaps because the case is over 
30 and rather unattractive. 
Since it's nearly time for some of the cast 
co be voced off the show, here's a recap of 
what you may have missed. 
In the season premiere, the United States 
Congress approved a bill that includes the 
possible denial oflegal counsel co "military 
combatants," specifically bars detainees from 
protesting their detentions in federal courts 
and allows hearsay as evidence for some of 
the 14,000 detainees. 
As we crusade through this real war, the 
director declared a victory by the producer 
more than three years ago, we allowed 
countless things co be done in the name of 
our freedom. 
These include and are certainly not 
limited to: unprecedented pre-emptive 
military strikes; wiretaps on our phones and 
secret searches of our homes; funding secret 
CIA prisons in which accused terrorists 
are transported after being politically 
kidnapped; and holding 14,000 real people 
with real lives in prisons without the rights 
requited for democratic justice as set forth 
in the U.S. Constitution. 
Conciliatory gestures are being made 
by the cast co 'protect' our freedom, as we 
forfeit some of our rights in the name of 
security and patriotism. 
Bur what is being cuc our of this reality 
show? 
We don't see scenes of our soldiers 
coming home in body bags. The 
government censored thac broadcast. 
We don't see the destruction and chaos 
in Afghanistan and Iraq because the 
government wised up co this ractic from 
public reaction to intervention in Somalia 
in 1993. 
The government also forbids journalises 
from venturing out of sequestration in 
military units performing duties suitable to 
be reported on. 
We can only blame the media so much, 
America. 
More than 3,000 of our fellow citizens 
have died serving in Iraq and Afghanistan. 
Approximately 45,000 Iraqis are 
escimaced co have died after the United 
Scaces began the shock and awe campaign in 
Iraq in mid-March 2003. 
Nearly $331 billion of our national 
budget has been spent straight from our 
paychecks into a destructive, cumultuous 
mockery of democracy. 
And we don't even gee co see the action 
scenes. 
We are not just viewers of a badly-drawn 
political drama. We are citiuns in a nearly 
defunct representative democracy. 
So before supporting a crusade to install 
democracy in other countries, lee's make 
sure ours is in check. 
A government of the people, by the 
people and for the people cannot function 
effectively without interaction of said 
people. 
We should ac least give it half as much 
attention as many citiuns pay reality 
programming. 
In the only reality show that really 
reflects the present and affects the future, 
we do have the power co vote case members 
off the program or decide who has earned a 
place to stay. The next chance is Nov. 7. 
We - you and I and everyone we know 
- are obligated ro work ro make this country 
better, or we don't deserve it. 
Being a proud American is mor~ than 
an address, a waving Bag and support for 
troops. 
So next time you rune inco "America's 
Next Top Model," "Flavor of Love," 
"Survivor" or "American Idol," be patriotic. 
Flip to CNN during commercials and catch 
up on something that's more consequential 
than precry people doing entertaining 
things. 
Holly 
Henschen 
Holly Henschen is a graduate political science 
major. She can be reached at perioclistalibre@ 
gmail.com. 
COLUMNIST I MATI DANIELS 
Everyone 
gets in 
trouble 
Athletes are human. 
Humans gee in trouble. 
Hence, the conclusion would be char 
athletes could get in trouble, coo. And 
they most certainly do. Sports sections 
should have their own police blotter. 
Whether it's Tennessee Titans' 
defensive lineman AJberr H aynesworth 
stepping on Dallas Cowboys' center 
Andre Gourde's head during Sunday's 
game, or San Diego Chargers' safety 
Terrence Kid pleading not guilty to 
charges of drug trafficking, athletes 
have a way of finding their name in 
the news other than their athletic 
accomplishmenrs. 
And then there's the whole steroid 
issue in baseball, which has gone on for 
far coo long. The reporters from the San 
Francisco Chronicle, Lance Williams 
and Mark Fainaru-Wada, are serving 
more time in prison than the accuaJ 
people involved in the BALCO steroid 
case. The man convicted of allegedly 
giving steroids to Barry Bonds and 
other athletes, Vicror Conte, served four 
months in prison. 
Williams and Fainaru-Wada are set 
to serve 18 monchs for nor revealing 
confidential sources used in their book 
"Game of Shadows," which derails how 
several major athletes have used steroids. 
I'm not sure if sports editors roday 
are just drawn to the sensational stories 
about a person's personal problems or if 
the athletes jusc insist on making dumb 
decisions because they know they'll 
make national news. 
If an athlete commies a crime - or in 
Terrell Owens' case, apparently attempts 
suicide (he denies he did) - it is news. 
Athletes are held on a higher 
pedestal than the person working ac the 
department store or the teacher. 
People want co know whac goes on 
with athletes' inner lives, their off-
the-field issues and in some C1Fes their 
stupid decisions off the field. 
What an athlete does away from 
their respective sport is their business. 
If they want to go to a scrip club and 
snort cocaine off a stripper's body 
(which Michael Irvin pleaded no con test 
to in 1996), then they can go do that. 
Bue don't expect that to not be on 
SportsCenter that night. 
People talk. lc's our job as journalists 
to inform our readers as to what is 
going on. And for some reason, athletes 
breaking the law is a good way for 
people to know an athlete. 
The legal system needs co come down 
hard Of.l athletes, not just slap them on 
the wrist with community service. 
Maurice Clarect found out the hard 
way that he doesn't have a lot of friends 
now char he's not helping Ohio Srate 
co a foocball national championship. 
Clarett is set to serve at least three-and-
a-half years in prison for his role in 
an armed robbery in August. The plea 
agreement Clarett agreed to allows him 
to serve only half of his seven-and-a-half 
year sentence. 
Clarecc's case is sad, but it comes as 
no shock. 
Athletes are humans, too. 
· Sometimes 
they just push 
their fame and 
success too far. 
Matt 
Daniels 
Matt Daniels is a junior journalism major. 
He can be reached at mwdaniels@eiu.ec11. 
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CAMPUS I STUDENT SENATE 
Senate tables redistricting . 
By Matt Hopf 
Student Government Repo<ter 
Debate was plentiful at Wednesday 
night's Student Senate meeting as a 
proposed bylaw change to redistrict the 
senate was tabled. 
There arc 10 Student Senate 
members each for the on-campus, off-
carnpus and ac-largc districts. 
The proposal would change the 
number of at-large senate members 
to 14, while cuning the numbers of 
on- and off-campus members to eight 
each. 
Bill co-sponsors Carolyn Beck and 
Kenney Kozik hope the proposal will 
allow students who arc interested in 
Student Senate the opporcuniry co 
participate in it. 
•By allowing more at-large senators, 
it will allow more flcxibiliry in the 
senate," Beck said. 
The Student Senate speaker job will 
become easier if the proposal is passed, 
said supporters. 
The speaker would not be hard 
pressed to find interested students if no 
interest is shown. 
"More qualified people will be able 
to gee into open sears," Kozik said. 
Kozik and Beck were adamanc in 
making sure that they said chcy did 
not think that any reccnrly appointed 
senate members were unqualified for 
their positions. 
There was support for the proposal, 
but there was opposition to ir as well, 
leading to the debate. 
"Are there not 10 qualified people 
off-campus?" asked Student Body 
President Sean Anderson. "The districts 
protect the student body." 
There was heavy opposition by the 
off-campus members. 
"I don't believe there is non-interest 
in student government," said senate 
member Bobbie Mitchell. "It is limiting 
the voice of my constituents." 
Off-campus issues hardly are heard 
of in the Student Senate and if the 
proposal passes off-campus students 
will be pushed further away, said senate 
member Rkhard Luce. 
The proposal will be voted on at 
Wednesday's Student Senate meeting 
but will require a two-third vote to 
pass. 
A possible block of approving 
BK llU.a I Tll: MIU WTal IE'IS 
Levi Bulgar, Student Senate's vice president for business affairs, makes an 
argument regarding bylaw change 06-07-01 during Wednesday evening's 
Student Senate meeting in the Arcola-Tuscola Room in the Martin Luther 
King Jr. University Union. The change, which was tabled until next 
week, deals with redistricting the senate so that there would be 14 
at-large, eight on- and off-campus senate members. 
Recogniud Student Organization . 
status co Tobacco Enthusiasts failed 
when it could not be removed from the 
consent agenda. 
Some members felt chat a RSO 
supporting tobacco use was not 
proper, but they were outnumbered as 
it was left on the consent agenda and 
overwhelmingly approved. 
Additional funds for Homecoming 
were approved with litcle debate. 
The funds for Universiry Board will 
help cover the costs of additional events, 
such as sumo wrestling suics, inflatable 
acavmes, promocions and 
to cover the coses of "Saved 
by the Bell" scar Dennis 
Haskins. 
The Student Senate is 
now full, as graduate student 
Donna VitaJe was appointed 
to the lase open seat. 
Scudcnc Senate's next 
meeting will be held at 7 
p.m. Wednesday in the 
Arcola-Tuscola Room in 
the Martin Luther King Jr. 
Universiry Union. 
217 .345.1400 
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CAMPUS I RESIDENTIAL LIFE • 
Secretary takes 
new RHA role 
By lAslie Bullenow 
RHA Reporter 
He's ready co cake on the world, or maybe just Eastern and 
his new position as the Residence Hall Association's secretary, 
for now. 
Jarrod Scherle, a freshmen pre-engineering major, was 
a litcle shocked at the responsibilities he would have as the 
newly elected secretary. 
He said his fellow executive board members, including 
RHA President Carrie Mueller, calmed him. 
"I'm semi-anxious, semi-excited," Scheele said. "I'm just 
ready to take on my responsibilities." 
He already has ideas to propose to the council. 
He would like to see an RHA bulletin board up in Carman 
Hall, which would display upcoming events, items of interest 
and the meetings' minutes. 
He said if his plan succeeds in Carman, he'd like to see the 
bulletin boards in residence halls all over campus. 
He said he bonded with some of the other members on the 
recent full retreat and during all the ROC Fest activities. 
Mueller, a junior English major, said a review of the 
ROC Fest activities would dominate the agenda for tonight's 
meeting. 
First-, second- and third-place winners of the spirit week 
for on campus residents will be announced ac the meeting 
and awarded their monetary prizes of $100, $75 and $50, 
respectively. 
Residents competed in cardboard boat races, volleyball. 
karaoke and pillow case races lase week. 
The events culminated in a themed decade dance. Mueller 
and Scherle were the judges of a twist dance competition. 
Scherle said he's getting more comfortable with the RHA 
members with each mecring and acriviry. 
He will occupy his role for the first time at 5 p.m. during 
the RHA meeting in Weller Hall. 
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Arson, homicides ruled in fire 
n CICERO · The deaths of a 
mother and her 6-year-old son killed 
in a Wednesday morning house fire 
have been ruled homicides by the Cook 
County medical examiner's office. 
Two other children also were injured 
in the fire that started shortly after 
midnight in a first floor bedroom of the 
home. The medical examiner's office 
said Raquel Perez and her son Cesar 
Camacho, who were in the bedroom 
during the blaze, died from carbon 
monoxide intoxication and smoke and 
soot inhalation, the Chicago Tribune 
reported on its Web site. Both deaths 
were ruled homicides. 
But Ocero spokesman Dan Proft 
said police are waiting to characterize 
the deaths as homicides pending 
lab results from evidence collected 
at the scene. The other two children 
were believed to have suffered smoke 
inhalation and were taken to MacNeal 
Hospital in Berwyn, Proft said. Their 
injuries were not considered life-
threatening, he said. 
Banker pleads gailty to fraud · 
n CHICAGO A former banker 
involved in the revocation of the 
bankrupt Emerald Casino's gambling 
license pleaded guilty Wednesday to 
persuading a customer to increase his 
line of credit by $500,000 and then 
secretly siphoning off the money. 
Jeffrey Suspenzi, 34, admitted in his 
signed plea agreement that he cashed 
18 checks totaling $497,717.66 on the 
line of credit at the Parkway Bank and 
Trust Co. of Harwood Heights without 
telling the customer. He said in the plea 
agreement presented to U.S. District 
Judge Harry D. Leinenweber that he had 
persuaded the unnamed Customer that 
it would be a good idea to expand the 
line of credit. 
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Suspenzi's name came up a year 
ago when the Illinois Gaming Board was 
holding hearings on Rosemont's now 
scuttled Emerald Riverboat Gambling 
Casino. Suspenzi's father, Rocco, the 
bank's chairman, appeared before 
the board in June 2005 but refused to 
answer questions concerning a contract 
in which investor Joseph Salamone 
agreed to split his share in the casino. 
17 K's r rchandises to close 
n DE.LATUR -A Decatur-based 
retailer will close its 17 stores in five 
Midwest states after a last-ditch bid to 
reYerse slumping sales failed, officials 
said. 
K's Merchandise Mart, which 
offers products ranging from furniture 
to sporting goods to jewelry, has 
struggled in recent years amid 
competition from big box stores and 
specialty retailers, company president 
Bill Weinstein said Tuesday. 
Weinstein said a cash infusion of 
"tens of millions of dollars" earlier this 
year failed to save the family-owned 
company, which has about 1,500 
employees at stores in Illinois, Indiana, 
Iowa, Missouri and Kentucky. 
Illinois outlets are in Bloomington, 
Bradley, Carbondale, Champaign, 
Danville, Decatur, Quincy, Rockford and 
Springfield. 
Uncoln museum head named 
n SPRINGFIELD - The head of a 
nationwide effort to commemorate the 
150th anniversary of the Ovil War has 
been named director of the Abraham 
Lincoln Presidential Library and Museum. 
Rick Beard, 59, a museum consultant 
who was chief operating officer of the 
New York Historical Society and director 
of the Atlanta Historical Society, will take 
over in November. 
He replaces Richard Norton Smith, 
who left in March to be a George Mason 
University scholar after overseeing 
the landmark museum's opening in 
April 2005. Beard is president of 
"Ovil War 150" - a group planning 
a sesquicentennial remembrance of 
the war from 2011-2015. As library 
and museum chief, he also assumes 
a prominent role in plans to celebrate 
Lincoln's 200th birthday in 2009. 
In a prepared statement, Gov. Rod 
Blagojevich called Beard a "perfect 
fit for America's newest and largest 
presidential museum." The museum has 
attracted nearly 1 million visitors in its 
first 18 months. 
Obama: Focus on pages, 
not politics in scandal 
Leaders should have 
acted on explicit 
messages, he said 
The Assooated Press 
PEORIA-Sen. Barack Obama 
said Wednesday that House 
Speaker Dennis Hasten should be 
stripped of his leadership position 
if an investigation reveals he knew 
about explicit messages a former 
Florida congressman sent ro 
underage House pages and failed 
co act. 
The freshman Democrat 
senator said chat also applies co 
any other House leader who mighc 
have shrugged off Republican 
Mark Foley's messages, including 
U.S. Rep. John Shimkus. R-
Collinsville, chairman of the 
House page board. 
"I think, at minimum, chat 
means chey should not occupy 
positions of leadership in the 
House, and it's up to the voters 
uJcimacdv to make a determination 
as to whc~her they feel comfortable 
with these people representing 
them in Congress," Obama said. 
lhc brewing scandal may have 
stemmed from "an arrogance 
chat comes with power." Obama 
said after a srump speech for 
an Illinois Senate candidate that 
drew a lunchtime crowd of more 
than 500 people in downtown 
Peoria. 
"From the accounts that I've 
read, the people seem co have been 
thinking more about politics and 
the institution as opposed to the 
well-being of those House pages. 
"I chink chat's always a problem 
when people have spent a little coo 
much time in Washington and I 
think that this may be an example 
of it," Obama said. 
Obama also cold reporters chat 
the page program perhaps should 
be run by an independent agency, 
rather than Congress, to avoid 
similar conflicts in the future. 
He said pages might be 
more comfortable and report 
misconduct more quickly under 
an independent program. 
Meanwhile, Obama brushed 
off questions about whether he 
might run for president in 2008, 
something that's been su~esced by 
voters, party leaders and even the 
man he beat in the 2004 Senate 
race, state Comptroller Dan 
Hynes. Obama said he's focused 
on helping elect Democrats in 
next month's midterm elections, 
not a presidential race chat's too 
far off to think about. 
No-bid contract was legit, Topinka says 
The Associated Press 
CHICAGO - Officials with scace Treasurer Judy 
Baar Topinka's office say a $20,000 no-bid contract 
awarded co a former Republican aide doesn't violate 
their policy against such deals and that they were 
f.uniliar with his work beforehand. 
Bradley Goodrich was executive director of the 
state Republican Party during pan of the rime that 
Topinka led the state's GOP. 
Topinka's deputy treasurer, Martin Noven, denied 
that the connection between Goodrich and the party 
had anything to do with his twice getting business 
with the treasurer's office. 
"Judy's created all applicants fur contracts and jobs 
fairly wirhour regard to political parry," Noven said. 
Topinka, the Republican gubernatorial candidate, 
has maintained that her office doesn't award no-bid 
contracts and has said she would prohibit them if 
she's elected governor in November. 
Goodrich did noc immediately rerurn a call 
for comment Wednesday from The Associated 
Press. 
. "1! • ' 
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Goodrich was first 
hired by the treasurer's 
office in 2002 after beating 
out a Minnesota firm to 
perform an analysis for 
an unclaimed property 
program. 
He won that contract 
after a bidding process. 
In September 2005, 
the office hired him again - using a no-bid contract 
- as administrator of a program for hospitals in low-
income neighborhoods. 
He was hired as a permanent pare-time 
employee after char contract ended in February, 
Noven said. 
Noven characterized Goodrich's role with the 
lancr contract as "more as a concraccual employee ... 
and it's really no different than hiring somebody part 
cime." 
Goodrich also has been a contributor co Topinka's 
campaigns, according to state records, which show he 
donated $1,750 between 2001 and 2002. 
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Bush allowed 
to continue 
surveillance 
The Associated Press 
CINCINNATI - The Bush 
administration can continue 
its warrancless surveillance 
program while it appeals a 
judge's ruling char rhe program 
is unconstitutional, a federal 
appeals court ruled Wednesday. 
The president has said 
rhe program is needed in rhe 
war on terrorism; opponents 
argue it oversteps constitutional 
boundaries on free speech, 
privacy and executive powers. 
nati briefs 
FBI searches spinach plants 
,, SALINAS, Calif. - The FBI 
searched two spinach .packaging 
companies Wednesday for evidence 
in the nationwide E. coli outbreak that 
sickened 192 people. 
The unanimous ruling from 
a three-judge panel of the 6rh 
U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals 
gave little explanation for 
rhe decision. In rhe rhree-
paragraph ruling, judges 
said that they balanced rhe 
likelihood an appeal would 
succeed, rhe potential damage 
to both sides and the public 
interest. 
IHAMPHA BOUAPHAIH I MCT 
Gilbert Tezeno leads children away from a daycare adjacent to a house in Forest Hill, Texas, where. a 
gunman reportedly shot several people Wednesday. 
Agents from the FBI and the Food 
and Drug Administration used warrants 
to search the San Juan Bautista plant 
of Natural Selection Foods LLC and a 
Growers Express plant in Salinas to 
determine whether they followed food 
safety procedures. 
Man may have child hostage 
Federal health officials said early 
in their investigation that deliberate 
contamination was not suspected. 
GM, Nissan talks called off 
The Bush administration 
applauded the decision. 
"We are pleased to see that it 
will be allowed tocootinuewhile 
rhe Court of Appeals examines 
rhe trial court's decision, with 
which we strongly disagree," 
Deputy White House press 
secretary Dana Perino said in a 
statemem. 
The program monitors 
international phone calls and 
e-mails to or from the United 
States involving people the 
government suspects have 
terrorise links. 
Also suspected of 
shooting three people 
The Associated Press 
FOREST HILL, Texas 
Authorities were trying to 
negotiate Wednesday evening with 
a man suspected of shooting and 
wounding at least three people 
in an apparent domestic dispute, 
rhen holing himself up in a home, 
possibly with a child hostage, 
officials and residents said. 
Broadcasc footage showed 
police escorting several children 
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ouc the bac1c of a home in this Fort 
Worrh suburb and across open 
fields. Several adults were taken to 
ambulances by rhe same roure. 
Tanya Gilstrap was in stable 
condition at John Peter Smirh 
Hospital in Fort Worth, a 
spokesman said. The extent of 
her injuries wasn't immediately 
available, nor were the conditions 
of rhe other two victims. 
Police were evacuating homes 
in rhe neighborhood, said Terry 
Grisham, a spokesman for the 
Tarrant County Sheriffs Office. 
Brenda Jackson cold The Dallas 
Morning News rhat rhe situation 
started wirh an argumenc becween 
her sister and her sister's estranged 
boyfriend. 
"He and my sister were in an 
argument, and be tied her to the 
bed," said Jackson, who lives next 
door. "I confronted him, and he 
said, 'If y'all call police, it's gonna 
be a war."' 
Then, Jackson said, "he was 
standing next door to my yard, 
and everybody who was outside 
was shoe." 
Aurhorities were trying to 
communicate with the man and 
determine whether he was holding 
a child hostage. 
» DETROIT - General Motors 
Corp., Renault SA and Nissan Motor 
Co. said Wednesday that they have 
cut off discussions about forming a 
three-continent automotive alliance 
after GM sought compensation for its 
participation. 
GM had proposed that France's 
Renault and Japan's Nissan, which are 
already joined in an alliance, provide 
compensation as part of a potential 
link-up, the companies said. 
GM argued that if Renault-Nissan 
acquired a significant stake in the 
U.S. automaker, GM would be 
prevented from joining any other 
alliances. 
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Family, friends remember alumna 
Funeral services for 
Owens are planned today 
, 
was officially 
pronounced 
dead. 
"I can't 
even being 
Her personality won chem all 
over. 
"She had a beautiful smile chat 
lir up che room when she entered," 
Owens said. 
One of chose classes was 
Introduction co Group Dynamics. 
A picrure of Rachel's group is still 
sitting directly next to Hanft-
Manone's computer. 
"She really tried co make a 
difference," Best said. "She brought 
ocher people cogether which made 
the class more fun," 
Owens said Rachel intended co 
go back to Eastern for her master's 
degree in January. 
By Chris Essig 
Senior Crty Reporter 
Regina Owens hardly had her 
granddaughter, Rachel, who had 
lived wich her for five years, on her 
mind when she went co bed Friday 
night. 
Rachel Owens 
graduated with a 
bachelor's degree 
co describe 
how I felt," 
Owens said. 
"No words 
can describe 
. ,, 
I t. 
"She, from the little time I got to 
spend with her, showed me chat she 
is an amazing person," said Lindsey 
Fletcher, a junior psychology major 
who had Science of Religion and 
Psychology with Rachel. 
In the picture, Rachel is standing 
front and center, displaying a vibrant 
and, most of all, genuine smile. 
Hanft-Martone still keeps in 
touch with che ocher members in 
Rachel's group. 
In terms of her plans after 
college, Owens said she wanted to 
work with children whether it was 
counseling or teaching. 
"She was staying the night in 
Champaign so I wasn't worried 
about her," Owens said. "For 
whatever reason she decided to 
come home chat night," 
in August. She 
planned to return to 
Eastern to pursue 
her master's degree 
in January. She 
died from 1njuries 
sustained in a 
car accident last 
weekend. 
With trag-
edy comes 
triumph, 
however, 
and those 
involved had 
nothing but 
nice things 
to say about 
the late Ra-
chel Owens. 
"She was stronger than she 
realized, I chink. 
"If I'd bad more time with her, I 
think we would have been close. I 
know chat she will be missed. 
Professor John Best had Rachel 
for a statistics class and described 
her as an "open, friendly, and warm 
person" who was always "full of life 
and vitality." 
"She loved children," Owens 
said. 
Rachel was also loved by her six 
cats. 
"She loved any animal," Owens 
said. "Any stray chat she found was 
given a home and food," 
The reason is irrelevant. What 
happened next overshadowed such 
reasons and changed Owens' life 
forever. 
"I will miss her. Bue how could 
anyone forget a smile like chat?" 
Rachel received a bachelor's 
degree in psychology in August. 
Professor Marjorie Hanft-
"She had a natural empathy chat 
made her a very relaxed person," 
Best said. Owens said che cats will remain 
in che household but some "no one 
can touch" because they miss Rachd 
so much. 
Rachel was in a car accident 
sometime around 2:30 a.m. 
Rachel was taken co the hospital 
immediately. 
But nearly six hours lacer, she 
"When 
she worked at Checkers in Mat-
toon, she always had the longest 
line because everybody wanted co 
check-out with her," Owens said. 
Martone who had Rachel for more 
chan one class, described her as a 
"very genuine person." 
"She had a great sense of humor 
and self-irony," Hanft-Marcone 
said. 
Best noted chat every time 
she came co class, she started 
a conversation with him by 
saying something like "chat's a nice 
... 
ue. 
Best also described how much 
more active the classroom was 
because of her . 
Funeral services will begin ar 
1 :30 p.m. at the Schilling Funeral 
Home. 
Burial procedures will follow at 
che Dodge Grove Cemetery. 
Roses are red, pickles are green. 
Pizza's a holler, Joey's a scream. 
Joey's, Joey's, Joey's We deliver 
all day, every day. 34S-2466 
________ 10/4 
OPENING! Arlene's Beauty 
Supplies! Tuesday October 
the 3rd. Hours 12-S Tuesday 
through Saturday, hair and 
beauty supplies for both ethnic 
and caucasian. Just past CVS 
drugstore in Charleston 11. 
________ 10/S 
COSTUME RENTAL for parties 
and parades-plus wigs, hats, 
makeup, beads, gags and gifb 
for birthday~ and bachelorettes! 
GRAND BALL COSTUMES-609 
Sixth Street, Charleston. 12-6 M-
F, 10-2 Sat. 34S-2617 
_____ 10/31 
• help wanted 
EXPANDING OUR STAFF FOR 
DELIVERY DRIVERS. APPLY 
IN PERSON AT JOEY'S 850 
LINCOLN AVE BEfOR( l lAM 
AND AFTER 2PM 
• help wanted 
Seeking Bass and Piano Player for 
Christian Praise Band. For More 
infonnation please contact The 
Wesley Foundation O 348-8191. 
~-------1~6 
Attention Students: Part-time 
work available 2S hours per 
week. 4p-9p Monday -Friday plus 
some Saturdays. Assist customers 
over the phone with credit card 
accounts. . Excellent pay and 
bonus potential. Apply today 
at 700 W. Lincoln Ave, next 
door to cell one & Tan Express. 
Consolidated market response is 
the leading area employer of EIU 
students. 217-639-1135. 
________ 10/6 
Twp Petaz, Inc., owners of radio 
station~ WCBH-WCRA-WCRC 
located in Effingham, Illinois, 
ts seel(lng a confident, upbeat, 
ent'fgetic and qualified individual 
for the position of Receptionist. 
Duties include, but are not limited 
to: anwering busy phone lines, 
greeting the public, compiling 
sales presentations/packages, 
plus general office duties. 
Computer expenence is needed. 
$.30 per word for the first day 
$.10 per word for each additional consecutive day 
Non-student Classified Rates 
$.50 per word for the first day 
$.20 per word for each additional consecutive day 
..................... , .. ,., 
....... 
"'"'"" cknnc•s..com 
• help wanted 
This is a full-time position, 
M-F, with benefits offered. 
Interested individuals may 
send a resume to: Mary Phillips 
WCBHIWCRAIWCRC 405 S. 
Banker 1201 Effingham, Illinois 
62401 OR email to: mphilipsC 
cromwellradio.com 
--- - ____ 10/20 
Advertising Representative 
Wanted: Fill out application C 
Student Publications Office in 
Buzzard 
---.,------00 
lost& found 
lost: Movie related VHS tape. 
To retrieve tape go to Old Main 
Room2010. 
lost: One Gold Earing. Go to 
2010 in Old Main to retneve thi< 
item. 
lo-.t. Pair ot Black Reading 
glasses. Go to Records Office-in 
Old Main Rm. 1220 
sublessors 
1 bedroom apartment. Available 
Spring'07. $265/ month includt-~ 
water. 348-6787. 
________ 10/S 
SUBLEASER NEEDED: Spnng 
2007 Cimpus Pointe ApartlTIC'nt 
Second Floor. Cont,1ct Erin at 
(815)73S-5888. 
~-------1Wl8 
r •' for rent 
Available January '07: 4 bedroom 
house, off campus, 2 blocks from 
square @ 910 Madic;on $250/ 
room 217-276-7326 
10/06 
r •' for rent 
House for Rent located at 16 
Polk St. Walking distance to 
campus. 3 to 4 bedrooms. Call 
217-663-9624 
________ 10/10 
Available NOW! 2 bedroom 
duplex. W/D,garbage and water 
included. 2 people $27S each. 
Call 348-7733 or 512-0334 
________ 10/11 
Available NOW! 1 bedroom 
duplex. Garbage and water 
included. $325/month Call 348-
7733 or S12-0334 
________ 10/17 
DON'T WAIT! LOOK NOW 
FOR FALL 2007. NICE HOMES 
AND APARTMENTS WITH W/D. 
lllTEKEN RENTALS. 345-9267 
~-------10/24 
SURPRISE vacancy for 1 person. 
1 block to campus. Quiet 
building. Available now or 2nd 
semester. $350 plus elec. 345-
4489, Wood Rentals, Jim Wood, 
Realtor. 
________ 10131 
PANTHER PADS is renting 
exceptionally nice houses for 
the 2007-2008 school year. 
Houses range in size from 6-
10 bedrooms, are very well-
maintained, and only 1 block 
fmrn Lantz. Please check us out 
at www.pantherpads.com or call 
345-3148 for details. 
________ 11/17 
OLD TOWNE APARTMENTS: 
1,2, &, 3 BEDROOMS. CLOSE 
TO CAMPUS. 4 LOCATIONS TO 
CHOOSE FROM 345-6533 
~------~00 
Park Place Apartments: 1 unit 
available immediately call for 
detai\s, i:ontj!Ct Jen 3.48-1479 
-------~00 
r •' for rent 
AVAIL IMMED large apt, 1 or 2 
person Central air, w/d, garage. 
No pets. 34S-7286 WWW. 
1williamsrentals.com 
________ oo 
New Four Bedroom Apartments. 
Extremely Close to Campus. 
Across from Lantz. Fully 
Furnished CallTodayforlowered 
Rates. Grantview Apartments. 
345-33S3. 
________ oo 
Lincolnwood P1netree has 2&3 
BR Apts. available for <t.'COnd 
~ter. Call 345-6000. 
---~~~-~00 
6bedroomhou<.eclosetocampu~. 
3 bathroom~, 2 living rooms, 
large Kitd1c>n. Stove, refrigerator, 
washer ;ind dryer. Available for 
the 06-07 school year for more 
info www potecterentals.com or 
217-345-5088 
~-------00 
5 bedroom house on 6th Stre<•t, 2 
bath, Large bedrooms completely 
remodeled new c arpct, stove, 
refrigerator. Enclosed back porch 
and dining room. Ava1lahle for 
the 0&-07 <.ehool year for more 
info www.potl'E.'lerenrals.com or 
217-34S-S088 
________ 00 
1430 1/2 9TH ST. VERY 
AFFORDABLE. 4 BDRM 
UPSTAIRS APARTMENT. 1 1/2 
BATHS. OFF STREET PARKING . 
NO PETS. 348-8305 
________ oo 
r •' for rent 
LADIES ARE YOU LOOKING 
FOR HOUSING FOR 2007-
2008. I have 2 and 3 bedroom 
apartments and houses for up 
to 7. located Campus side of 
Lincoln on 1st and 3rd street. Call 
345-5048 
~-------00 
Available Oct 1st. One:br apt 
water&trash included, off-street 
parking. $375/mo. Buchanan 
Street Apt. 345-1266 
________ 00 
NOW LEASING FOR SPRING 
TERM 2007. DELUXE 4 
BR. HOUSE ADJACENT TO 
UNNERSPTY AT 1426 7th 
STREET. 348-8406 
________ 00 
FOR 2007-2008 SCHOOL 
YEAR. VERY NICE 1, 2, 3, 
4, 6, 7, AND 8 BEDROOM 
HOUSES, TOWNHOUSES AND 
APARTMENTS. FOR MORE 
INFO VISIT US AT MYEIUHOME. 
COM OR CALL US AT 1217)493-
7559. 
________ 00 
Available Now 4-S bedroom 
house, large rooms, 3 decks, 
refrigerator, stove, washer/ dryer. 
348-9339 
________ 00 
Available January 07, 2 bedroom, 
1 bathroom apartment Close to 
campus. $460 total 512-9528 
________ 00 
AVAILABLE FOR JANUARY! 
House and apartment both 
close to campus rent and lease 
negotiable. 345-6967 
________ 00 
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BASES FOR GRADE APPEAL: 
1. An obvious error in the cakulation of the grade 
2. The assignment of a grade to a particular student by application 
of more exacting requ'rements than wer~applied to other students 
in the course. 
3. The assignment of a grade to a particular student on some 
basis other than performance in the course. 
4. The assignment of a grade by a substantial departure from the 
instructor's previously announced standards. 
H Appeals 
FROM PAGE 1 
Currently, each dcpacrmcnt 
has an individual committee 
made up of faculty members 
from char department. 
The proposed policy would 
instead include a College 
Grade Appeal Committee 
made up of faculty of char 
academic college. 
Also, chere would be a 
University Grade Appeal 
Committee that would 
review grade appeals after the 
CGAC. 
"It makes sure chat 
everybody is on the same 
page," Frederick said. 
The shift away from 
departmental commiccees is co 
make chc process less personal, 
she said. 
Currently, when a studcnc 
appeals a grade in his major, 
that student speaks co a 
committee of faculty members 
who he has or might have as a 
professor in rhc furure. 
Also, chc faculty member 
involved is speaking co a 
commiHec of coworkc:rs who 
he interacts with evervdav. 
"The (faculty) ~ha; are 
listening co rhe srudenrs, 
work with the (faculty) that 
chc grade appeal is againsc," 
Frederick said. 
"We thought ic mighc help 
depersonalize che process," said 
Christie Roszkowski, chair of 
CAA and member of chc Grade 
Appeals Ad Hoc Committee. 
She said the departmental 
commictee can also cause 
tension in chc dcparcmcnr if 
chc appeal process cakes longer 
than expected. 
"ltcreatcsan uncomfortable 
environment sometimes 
for chc student and faculty 
member chat are involved," 
Roszkowski said. 
The proposal would also 
help co move chc process of 
a grade appeal along quicker, 
Frederick said. 
Currently, a studenr has 
unril che end of che next 
semester to file an appeal. 
The proposal suggests chat a 
student must file an appeal by 
chc 1 Och day of che following 
spring or fall semester. 
"le establishes a specific 
timeline by which each stage of 
review needs co be complcccd," 
Roszkowski said. 
Another proposed revision 
to chc policy has caught che 
attention of some faculty 
members concerned with 
who should have the power co 
assign grades co students. 
Currently, the grade appeal 
committees cannot change 
a grade. le can only make a 
recommendation co the faculty 
member if the grade should or 
should not be changed. 
The proposal gives che 
grade appeal commiccecs che 
power to change the appealed 
grade without chc consent of 
the faculty member. 
The first level of committee 
could decide if the grade 
should be changed. 
If chc second commiccee 
finds chat all procedures were 
followed correctly, the chair of 
the committee would then file 
for a grade change. 
"It's not substituting 
someone else's evaluation of 
che srudenc's work, ic's ensuring 
chac chc grade was assigned by 
a fair process," Roszkowski 
said. 
She said chc committee 
would review none of che work 
completed by a student in 
che course, but only review if 
there was capricious grading 
used. 
Charles Delman, a 
machcmacics professor, feels 
che change is a dangerous one. 
"I think it is a really bad 
idea to take chis authority out 
of the hands of the faculty 
member," he said. 
"There arc coo manv 
variables and only che faculcy 
member who taught che course 
is able co understand chem all 
and needs to be enrrusrcd to 
do che job they've been hired 
to do." 
Even rhough he disagrees 
wich chis issue, Delman said 
he chinks other clarificacions 
co the policy are good and will 
improve che process. 
Dana Ringuette, chair 
of che English dcpacrmenc 
and member of the Council 
of Chairs, sent a letter 
representing che Council 
of Chairs' opinion on the 
proposal co chc forum. 
Members of che Council 
of Chairs agreed chat revisions 
will improve chc policy, 
however, have concerns wich 
ocher issues. 
Concerns stated in the 
letter included accurately using 
the ride Alleged Capricious 
Grading for the policy. a 
chair's auchority co determine 
che srrengch of a srudenrs 
appeal, a chair's role in che 
formal review and making che 
process "overly procedural and 
overly long." 
"The chairs would either 
like co have more authority in 
che process or drop che chairs 
our of che process complecely," 
Ringuette said. 
"For che chairs, it's a really 
important issue. We would 
like to sec some revising in the 
proposal." 
CAA will meet at 2 p.m. in 
che Booth Library Conference 
Room. 
FAST FACTS 
• 2 p.m. Council on 
Academic Affairs meeting m 
Booth Library 
•Will cover topic of grade 
appeals and possible 
changes to the university 
policy 
n Muertos 
FROM PAGE 1 
It's a Catholic holiday, but anyone 
can celebrate it. The day of chc dead 
cdebration is traditionally Nov. l co 
2. 
Communication with chc souls of 
che dead varies in different locations 
of Latin heritage. 
For example, Routt said, "in Latin 
America you clear off the grave scones 
and leave food as an offering. 
"On chc other hand, in Mexico, 
they spend the night on chc grave 
stones awaiting the souls of chc dead 
so chat their essence can consume chc 
food." 
BOONDOCKS I AARON McGRUDER 
HMM. lHE "\/MAT I OIP 
MR SU~'" PAP£R 
'1.4SSI( INANE 80SY'M>RK. 
NON SEQUITUR I WILEY MILLER 
!Pdey ~ ~Y }~ . 
This practice is believed co welcome 
souls of che dead back to eanh showing 
chat they are still loved. 
Some of the many offerings they 
provide arc the favorite food of che 
loved ones, candles and skeletons. 
The day of che dead craft of making 
skeletons is a huge market, especially 
for chc toy industry, said Routt. 
This holiday is 
in comparison to Christmas and 
Easter. 
Routt will teach a workshop today 
on how co make the skeletons. 
They arc simply made from card 
stock, sticks, sering and fasteners co 
create the puppet like effect. 
"The most fun pan is decoration," 
Routt said. 
Skeletons can be decorated to 
news U 
express who or what a person wanes 
chem to represenr. 
"Some people use the skeletons co 
represent a particular job or person, 
for example movie scar or politician 
co emphasiu: the vanity of Life, but 
in a sense it's a healthy acceptance of 
death," Routt said. 
This event is in tribute of che 
Latino Heritage Monrh Celebration. 
"Making skeletons" workshop will 
take place at 4 p.m. in the Marcin 
Luther King Jr. University Union in 
the Martinsville Room. 
Ir's free co everyone and children 
are welcome. 
"In Mexico children participate 
in 'el dia de los mucrtos' giving chem 
exposure at a young age about death," 
Routt said. 
YOO WiJST 9E OUT Of 
YOUR MZlfD GETTlN' 
LOOP Willi W. N<1# 
PA\' ME MY MONEY' 
NEW YORK TIMES CROSSWORD PUZZLE I EDITED BY WILL SHORTZ 
ACROSS 30 Outward 
1 Lotion letters appearances 
4 Cross against 32 Noodle on a 
traffic, e.g banjo 
8 Sole support? 33 Have the blues 
12 Falsehood 34 Book by 
14 Item for a travel Madonna 
bag 35 Soup vegetables 
15 Czarist noble 
.. • and a hint to 
17 Lab gel 20-, 30-, 45- and 
18 "The way I see 52-Across 
it .. . • 38 _-relief 
19 Arthur of 40 Leftovers 
"Bewitched" 41 Ice formations 20 Seven-time 
Wimbledon 45 Funnel-shaped 
winner flowers 
23 Fish story 47 Interchangeable 
24 Commercial unit 
resin 48 Man Friday 
25 How-dos 49 Hip home 
26 Escape 50 Calendar abbr. 
punishment 51 Manhattan 
28 Canine's coat chaser? 
ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE 
52 Chef Auguste 
Escoffier 
creations 
56 Fractional part? 
58 Place for a warp 1...-..+---1-~___. 
and a heddle 
59 Middle sax? 
60 "Steppenwolf" 
author 
61 Capt. Holmes 
of "From Here 
to Eternity" 
62 Suds 
63 Entree eaten 
with a spoon 
64 Eddie's Beverly 
Hills cop 
65 Like some wine 
DOWN 
1 Bread and 
butter, e.g. 
2 Where 
swimsuits may 
bewom 
3 Freight train unit 
4 Army chore 
5 Mighty mites 
6 Beet cut 
7 Ticket info, 
maybe 
8 Kicks around 
9 Silver of the 
screen 
1 o "The Wizard of 
Oz" event 
11 Home of 
Canada's main 
naval base 
13. lime 
transfigured 
me": Yeats 
16 Coral groups 
21 One of a show 
biz threesome 
22 Go along (with) 
27 Like rodeo 
riders. 
eventually 
29 Tousle 
30 "Designing 
Women· woman 
Annie 
31 Omar of TV's 
"House• 
33 "Look!," in Lima 46 Certain heir 
36 River 
through Tours 47 Mustang or 
37 Place to hang impala. e.g. 
one's hat 
38 Bugs in a 
49 It may get 
charged or get garage charges 
39 Whatever else 
you may say 53 "Paper 
42 Had a street Lion" star. 1968 
fight 
43 Bad winner 54 Cajole 
44 Picking up 55 Test site 
signals 
45 Scam. modem- 57 Orlando-to-
style Miamidir. 
--(tiJ news 
n Legend 
FROM PAGE 1 
Ives, who was 6-foot-2-inches 
rail and 200 pounds in high school, 
was always a large man, and his 
strength contributed to his success 
on the fidd. 
"He got his ability and strength 
lifting and things because he 
helped his rather build grave sites," 
Thornburgh said. 
Before Ives' rather, Frank, built 
graves and bridges, he was a fumer. 
A sizc-51 bdt is on display in 
Booth to illustrate just how large 
Ives was. The large man was on the 
football team all three years of his 
college career. He played cackle and 
had a starting position. 
During Ives' sophomore year, the 
team finished with a 7-0-1 record. 
Ives' freshman and sophomore years 
were considered his best on the 
team. 
"By the third year the drinking 
and strumming that guitar 
had gotten the better of him 
(coach Charles) Lantz recalled," 
Thornburgh said. 
It was clear that Ives had an 
interest in music, and as a freshman 
he joined the college quartet 
as second tenor. He was in the 
organization for two years. 
A picture oflves with the quartet 
appears in the library. The group 
would often perform ac the daily 
morning chapel, which students 
and faculty had co anend. 
Years after he left Eastern, Ives 
concinued co remember the school's 
alma macer. 
"Following a concert in October 
1985, 56 years later at the Universiry 
oflllinois in his dressing room, Ives 
broke out inco song with all three 
verses and the refrain of Easrern's 
alma macer," Thornburgh said. 
Like the story of Ives' departure, 
srories of his working as a busboy in 
Pemberton Hall had their fair share 
of falsities. 
Some people have said Ives would 
sray in the all-women residence hall 
after hours, bur Thornburgh said 
that the story is untrue, and Ives 
denied it. 
"There is no record of any 
discipline for such an infraction of 
the rules," Thornburgh said. 
Although Ives was welJ involved 
on campus, his time at Eastern was 
not his best. Ives did not like some 
of his teachers at Eastern, and he 
did not like che idea of reaching, 
Thornburgh said. Ives later 
appreciated Lord dismissing him. 
. , 
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Thornburgh recalled Ives saying 
once, "Mr. Lord meant a lot co 
me, he scnc me on my way when I 
needed." 
"Bud Ives understood what 
Lord was saying co him (when 
dismissed)," Thornburgh said. 
In 1985, Ives, bis wife and 
Thornburgh were visiting President 
Stanley Rives, and as they were 
walking out of Old Main, Ives asked 
co visic Lord's grave. Thornburgh, 
who was unsure of the exact location, 
said co himself, "Oh, Boy." 
Much like today, flowers frame 
Old Main, and Ives asked for 
permission to pick a red peony co 
take to the gravesite. 
Dorothy and Thornburgh lee 
Ives walk to the grave alone so char 
he could properly pay his respects. 
uI know for five minutes, but it 
could have been 10, he stood there," 
Thornburgh said. 
As a singer 
Because Lord dismissed Ives 
from Eastern, he was able co start 
his professional singing career 
He first sang publicly with bis 
siblings when he was four years old, 
Hillman said. 
Thornburgh said Ives performed 
at a Sunday church picnic singing 
along co the hymn •Forry Years 
Ago." A picture of his funily is 
propped up in the display cases with 
a notable grandma near his side. 
"His grandma was a really big 
influence on him because she knew 
folk songs," Hillman said. 
Folk music was where Ives got 
his start in music, and, for Bell, 
learning about his music was a perk 
in putting the exhibit cogecher. 
"I didn't know much about his 
folk music," be said. 
Bell said that after listening 
to his music he realii.ed what an 
accomplished man Ives was. 
"He was really a pioneer of 
American folk music," be said. 
Visitors co the exhibic can hear 
samples of Ives' music by liscening 
co the iPod on display. 
"You can just puc on the 
headphones and hear what he 
sounded like," Hillman said. 
Many of Ives' records are on 
display, including some of his 
Christmas albums. 
They are available co be checked 
out in the library, and Hillman said 
that many have been re-released. 
His role as "Sam," the singing 
snowman in "Rudolph the Red-
Nosed Reindeer," is one of Ives' 
best-known characters. 
... 
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uMost people think of him 
singing Christmas songs." 
Thornburgh said. lvd Christmas 
songs still remain popular today. 
His song "Holly Jolly Christmas" 
was the No. I holiday song in the 
nation in 2004. 
Ives was nor just Christmas and 
folk when it came co music; be was 
also a little bit country. 
In 1962 at the Fifth Annual 
Grammy Awards, Ives won "Best 
Country and Western Recording" 
for his record "Funny Way of 
Laughin'." 
A guitar oflves' is featured in the 
exhibit illustrating that music was a 
part of his life as well as pictures of 
him performing at Eastern years 
after he left are on display. 
Ives returned co Eastern in 1946, 
1976, 1985, 1986 and 1991. 
"Ives with his musical talent, 
he was able co gee people realized," 
Thornburgh said. 
The 1991 concert was part of 
che dedication of the Burl Ives 
Arr Studio Hall located on Ninth 
Street. 
A picture of Ives leaving the 
scudio appears in the Booth 
exhibit. 
As a film and TV star 
Ives appeared in 32 films in his 
lifetime. Of chose movies, Ives is 
most known for cwo films he did in 
1958: "The Big Country" and "Cat 
on a Hot Tin Roof." 
le was "The Big Country" that 
landed Ives with an Academy Award 
for best supporting actor. 
A picrure of Ives receiving bis 
Oscar is on display, and Hillman 
hopes co showcase more photos 
&om the Academy. 
Actual photos from the Academy 
Awards in which Ives is receiving 
his award and photos of his movies 
should be put up soon, Hillman 
said. Although acting was in his 
blood, Ives could noc gee a role in 
the plays at Eastern. 
While Ives was ac school, che 
English Department ran the theacer 
program and Ives never was a star 
in an Eastern production because of 
his grades. 
"He never got a role at Eastern 
because he never made an A in 
English," Thornburgh said. 
Both oflves' 1958 films appeared 
in the film festival as well as "Desire 
Under che Elms" and "Ease of 
Eden." Ives' movies can be checked 
our at the library, and many appear 
in display boxes. 
A jacket from the made for TV 
movie "Rocket to the Moon" is on 
display along with a jacket from the 
television show "The Bold Ones," 
in which he appeared. Ives wore a 
hairpiece on the show, and the Ives 
funily donated it co Eastern. 
A director's chair and jacket 
that actors Roy Clark and Mel 
Tillis presenced to Ives for their 
collaboration on the movie "Uphill 
All the Way" appears in the exhibit. 
The chair is one of Bell's favorire 
pieces in the exhibit. 
"It was really very interesting 
being able co handle chem and 
They're waiting 
:tall 
Educadon Job Fair 
Wednesday, November 8, 2006 
9 am -1 pm . Grand Ballroom, MLK Union 
. Find mid-year teaching openings 
• Get a head start on your '07 search 
. Explore careers & trends in teaching 
work with them," he said of the Ives 
collection. 
As a friend 
Thornburgh remembers Ives as a 
k.ind-hcarced man who always cared 
about what people thought. 
"He was very easy co ralk co; 
Thornburgh said. "He did nor have 
a pretense about him whatsoever." 
When Ives returned to Easccm 
in 1984, he was asked co make a 
tape for the radio station, and he 
insisted that Thornburgh help. 
While taping, Ives asked for 
1l10rnburgh's advice and opinion 
on the tape. He always wanted to 
know what the common individual 
thought and insisted on making 
sure things were right, Thornburgh 
said. Thornburgh said getting to 
know Ives and his wife was one of 
the great things at Eastern for him. 
Ives died April 14, 1995, in 
Washington state. He was cremated 
and brought back to Illinois to be 
buried in a graveyard in Hunc City. 
There, an 8-foot headstone towers 
over the others wich coins at che 
bottom. Two traditions that have 
formed in recenc years arc co leave 
change at the bonom of the scone 
and to rub your fingers on his face. 
"I thought it would be a 
problem," Thornburgh said about 
people's oils on the headstone. 
However, Thornburgh was 
told char the oils will actually help 
preserve the etching. 
Hillman cook a picture of Ives' 
headstone, and it appears in Booth. 
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WOMEl'S SOCCER I TOP CAT . 
Soccer star starts Out young 
If Katie Alldersn 
Staff Repo<ler 
Junior forward KeUie Floyd has 
been kicking around a soccer ball 
since she could walk, recalls her 
mother Valerie Floyd. 
She was on a recreation team 
at age 4 and by age 7 was in a 
competitive league. 
She has her older brother Josh to 
thank for that. 
"I was the annoying little sister 
that would follow her older brother 
around," Kellie Floyd said. "Him 
{her brother Josh) and his best 
friends got me going, taught me 
how to play." 
Floyd remembers playing with 
the older boys fondly. 
"They would just ram me over," 
she said. ul'm not kidding. They 
had no mercy." 
She remembers practicing with 
Josh and his best friend, who was a 
goalie. 
"I always wanted co score, 
because he was always in goal 
practicing," she said. 
Floyd's love for soccer grew and 
she played as a forward on her club 
team and high school team during 
her years at Chatham-Glenwood 
High School. 
When she ca.me to Eastern she 
was moved co midfield because of 
her shore scarure and ability to "run 
forever." 
She played all 21 matches her 
freshman season, and scarred all 21 
the next season. 
This season, however, Floyd is 
back at forward and loving it. 
She has started all 11 matches 
and has enjoyed some early success. 
Floyd earned the Ohio Valley 
Conference tide of Offensive 
Player of the Week the first week 
11 Waltasti 
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Head coach Adam Howarth, 
now in his seventh year, is aware of 
chc quality teams in the conference. 
However, Howarth did not create 
a non-conference schedule thac 
featured a team whose difficulty 
would represent a conference 
opponent. 
Howarth's career non-conference 
record is a respectable 35-24-4 but 
his overall record is a disappointing 
48-63-8. 
Based on those records, ic appears 
char he has been scheduling easier 
non-conference schedules each year. 
A weak non-conference schedule 
is good for a couple of reasons. 
Getting beat up day-in and day-our 
can hurt a team's psyche so some 
easier games can help. 
A coach also needs his team 
to have success in order for his 
players to believe in his methods 
and teaching abilities. In a win-
at-all-costs collegiate athletic 
environment, the wins ccrcainly 
help Howarth keep his job. 
Bur playing challenging teams 
would give the Panthers a realistic 
measuring stick. 
Scoring five goals against Asbury 
College is fun, but scoring just one 
goal against a nationally ranked team 
like Clemson means something. 
The football team schedules I-A 
programs to cake their lumps and 
compare themselves to the best. 
(The big check isn't bad either.) 
Howarth needs to beef up his 
team's schedule in the same way. 
On the current soccertimes.com 
Meir's' soccer Top 25 poll. six (Cains 
EllC ata I TIE DU.J IW1BI IRS 
Junior forward Kellie Floyd has five career goals, two from last Friday's match against Southeast Missouri at 
Lakeside Field. The Panthers are 5-0 when Floyd scores during a game. 
of September this season and in 
last week's game against Southeast 
Missouri scored two goals. The rwo 
goals gave Eastern a 2-1 win against 
the Redhawks. The rwo goals earned 
her the first multi-score game of her 
collegiate career. 
Her mother couldn't make it 
to the game because of work, but 
rushed back to their house to get 
updates on the game through the 
Internet. Her f.uher, David, and 
her mother sat excitedly staring at a 
computer screen for updates of the 
game while dad sat in the stands at 
Lakeside Field and cheered her on. 
"I knew (Kellie) was doing well 
because I could hear Kellie from the 
in the area would give the Panthers 
more experience against tough 
competition. 
Indiana, lllinois-Chicago, Notre 
Dame, Kentucky, Wisconsin and 
Akron are all within driving distance. 
Playing these teams would give the 
Panthers a chance co play against 
teams chat have similar players 
and compete at the same level as 
Creighton. Just because Creighton 
routinely wins the conference does 
nor mean char Eastern should forger 
about beating them. They need to 
play cough teams to prepare for the 
Bluejays. 
During Wednesday's game 
against Western Kentucky, the 
Panthers looked flat in the first half. 
Howarth saw ic coo. 
The Hillroppers stayed out on 
the field ar halftime bur Howarth 
brought the Panthers into the locker 
room and gave them a stem talking 
coo. It worked, the Panthers came 
our wirh much more intensity, but 
playing teams that challenged the 
Panthers early on would have shown 
them the intensity level needed 
during every game. 
Phil Clemmer and captain Mick 
bench," said head coach Tim Nowak 
about Floyd's play last Friday. "She 
gets loud when we're doing well." 
Nowak is excited about Floyd's 
progress this season and the way 
she has stepped up and been able to 
score. 
She leads the Panthers in points, 
goals and assists. 
"I think that it'd be fair for 
her teammates to lean on her for 
somebody who'll score," he said, 
"but she can't be the only person." 
Although the 5-foot-3 inch 
Floyd is small compared to the 
competition ac her position, she is 
making a big mark on the OVC. 
"She is very good at going at 
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Galeski can ydl and try to pump 
the team up as much as possible, 
but nothing would have been more 
beneficial for the young starters 
than comparing their ability to big 
name players at big time schools. 
Exciting starts arc fun, but 
playing better competition can 
improve a team in the long run and 
would give the Panthers an accurate 
measuring stick for bow chey will 
succccd, or fail, in the MVC. 
other players one-on-one and 
, taking them on," said sophomore 
midfielder Lindsey Wilkening. 
"She's very good at beating people 
down the sideline and creating great 
scoring opportunities for us on the 
field. She plays like she is so much 
bigger than she really is." 
Floyd currently leads the 
conference in shots and shots per 
game and is in the top three in 
goals, goals per game, points and 
points per game. 
The Panthers need Floyd's goals 
but it's her attitude that the team 
values most. 
Junior defender Mcghan Ryon 
said Floyd's strongest skill and asset 
MA INI 
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co the team is her "fight" to be rhe 
best and do her best all of the time. 
"I think her role on the ream 
is chat she pushes you to do your 
best by either getting in your face, 
complimenting you or by leading 
by example,n Ryon said. 
Nowak also appreciates chc 
competitive energy Floyd brings. 
"She's got a desire to get better 
every day," he said. "She doesn't cake 
any days off mentally or physically 
and she pushes herself." 
Nowak has seen Floyd grow a 
lot in his rwo years at Eastern and 
is glad to sec her efforts co become 
stronger physically and mentally 
pay off chis season. 
"I chink it's a greac example for 
the younger players," he said about 
Floyd's work ethic. 
Wilkening has noticed Floyd's 
example. 
"She is always one of the top 
finishers in all of the running we 
do," she said. "She is always crying to 
help everyone on the team become 
a better soccer player." 
Sat&Sun 
348 
core board 
PANTHER SPORTS SCHEDULE 
WOMEN'S SOCCER 
FRIDAY at Tennessee Tech I 4 p.m. 
Cookeville, Tenn. 
SWIMMING 
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Lantz Natatoriurn 
CROSS COUNTRY 
SATURDAY at Sowttiera lllimois I 
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FOOTIW.L 
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VOlLEYBAU. 
SATURDAY ws Te.HSSee Tech I 
6:30 p.m. Student Rec Center Court 5 
JOE WALTASTI I THE EXTRA POINT 
Tougher 
schedule 
needed 
The men's soccer team's 8-2 
season start was exciting. 
With che dominating defense 
forcing four shutouts and the 
offense putting in cwo or more 
goals in six games. the Panthers 
looked like they bad changed for 
che better. 
le looked like Easccrn's abysmal 
5-9-3 season just one year ago was 
not going co happen again chis 
season. 
'Ilic Panrhcrs beat three reams 
that the '05 squad lose co or tied. 
Sophomore striker Brad Peters had 
as many goals a week ago (seven) 
char lase season's scoring leader had 
all season. 
With all the Missouri Valley 
Conference's coaches talking about 
parity - especially Missouri Scace 
head coach Jon Leamy, who said 
he had never seen the conference 
so open - maybe the Panthers had 
a shoe co improve on last season's 
one-and-done in the conference 
tournament. 
Despite the success, I had one 
sinking feeling. 
Did the Panthers play a rough 
enough non-conference schedule? 
Just cwo games into MVC play, 
it appears they did not. 
Playing an NAIA school docs 
nothing to prepare for the MVC, 
which is a strong soccer conference 
with perennial powerhouse 
Creighton routinely advancing 
deep into the NCAA tournament. 
In the most recent edition of 
the NCSM Midwest Region Top 
l 0, six MVC schools were ranked 
all in a row from Creighton at No. 
5 ro Bradley at No. l 0 wirh the 
Panrhers in rhe middle of the pack 
at No. 7. 
» SEE WALTASTI 
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Joe Waltasti is a senior history major 
with journalism minor. He can be 
reached at jwal717@9111ail.co•. 
MEN'S SOCCER I EASTERN ILLINOIS 1, WESTERN KENTUCKY 1 
Wllf HOWS I THE DAILT WTBll IEWS 
Senior midfielder David Amdor, left, jumps up for a header against Western Kentucky freshman defender 
Tim Muessig in the first half of Wednesday's game. 
Tempers flare in tie 
Despite 16 more shots ADAM HOWARTH I HEAD SOCCER COACH 
than Hilltoppers, 
Panthers unable to 
grab first MVC win 
By Joe Waltasti 
Staff Reporter 
With just a few second left in 
regulation, sophomore midfielder 
Adam Ganner had the chance co 
break the tic. But like a lot of the 
Panthers attempts Wednesday, 
Western Kentucky goalkeeper Pat 
Rickman saved Gartncr's shot. 
"It was a great opportunity, but 
I couldn't put it away," Ganner 
said. "I was calling for it but I just 
didn't get my foot set." 
The Panthers outshot the 
Hilltoppers 23-7';- but Rickman 
recorded l 0 saves as the Panthers 
tied the Hilltoppers 1-1 in 
Eascem's first Missouri Valley 
Conference home game. 
In the first half, Western 
Kentucky was winning the battle 
in the air. 
The Hilltoppcrs used their size 
to head balls away from Eastern's 
scoring threats and back to their 
forwards. 
In the 32nd minute, WKU 
sophomore forward Dustin 
Downey rifled a shot from 15 
yards out into the lower left hand 
comer of the goal, just outside 
the hands of diving goalie Mark 
Hansen. Down 1-0 at the half, 
head coach Adam Howarth knew 
he had co pick his team up. 
"I'll be honest, I kind of read 
them the riot act at halftime," 
Howarth said. "(The team's play) 
was just unacceptable. It was one 
of chose halftime speeches chat 
you have to do sometimes to try to 
"It was one of those halftime speeches 
that you have to do sometimes to try to 
light some fire up their heinies." 
light some fire up their heinies." 
The speech worked as the 
Panthers came ouc hustling after 
the break, serting up the rebound 
that would result in the tying 
goal. 
A missed shoe was rebounded 
by junior forward Brad Earl who 
flicked a pass up through five 
Western Kentucky defenders. 
GaJeski jumped in front of 
another defender and headed the 
ball into the top left corner of the 
net for the equalizing goal in the 
67th minute. 
Battling back and forth with 
the score tied at one, the play 
became more and more intense. 
WKU head coach David 
Holmes got into a loud verbal 
confrontation with one of his 
own players, senior mid.fielder Joe 
German. After an Eastern near 
miss, Holmes yelled at German, 
celling him co sit because he was 
"fut and slow." 
In addicion ro harping on his 
own players. Holmes repeatedly 
barked out orders co his players 
while being openly hostile cowards 
Eastern players in the process. 
"We're on the field, we can hear 
him yakking," Gartner said. "But 
chat just gives u~ more motivation 
to play harder and make him 
quiet." 
Tempers also flared on the 
field, with Galcski receiving a 
yellow card six minutes after 
halftime and junior defender 
Jeremy Maubach getting into a 
shoving match with Hillcoppcr 
mid.fielder Will Fancher. 
After ourshooting the 
Hilltoppers seven to six in the first 
half, Eastern held their opponents 
to one shot in the second half and 
both overtimes combined and the 
Panthc~s cook 16 shots. 
The improved play in the 
second half did not totally satisfy 
Howarth, as he fdt his team 
lacked something. 
"le seemed like there was 
something missing today," he 
said. "l don't know c:xactly what it 
was, we'll have to watch the tape 
and figure it our. But a point is a 
point and we'll ta.Ice it. In the long 
run it will help us." 
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FOOTBAU l COACH UPDATE 
Spoo 
recovery 
continues 
By Marco Santana 
Associate Sports Eartor 
Head coach Bob Spoo was 
moved to the Sarah Bush Lincbln 
Health Center from Barnes-Jewish 
Hospital in St. Louis last week 
and is recovering from minor 
complications indirectly relarcd to 
his August surgery, his family said. 
The surgery was for medical 
reasons that have not been made 
public by the family. 
Eastern would not give a 
timetable on his return to the 
sidelines. 
Spores Information Director 
Rich Moser said depending on his 
rehab, he could return as soon as 
next week or as late as the start of 
next season. 
Defensive coordinator Roe 
Bellantoni has been an assistant for 
Spoo since 2001 and has described 
him as a "father figure." 
"I'm sure he's frustrated and I'm 
sure depressed because he can't be 
around," he said. "This is supposed 
co be our best year since I've been 
here." 
Spoo was 
heading into 
his 20th 
season. 
In his 
absence, 
M a r k 
Hutson has 
served as 
the team's Bob Spoo 
acting head 
coach. 
"We cerrainly arc looking 
forward to his return and his return 
soon," Hutson said. 
When Spoo originally went in 
for surgery, rhc Panthers estimated 
he would need four to six weeks co 
recover. 
The game against Southeast 
1 Missouri on Saturday ac O'Brien 
Stadium marks the sixth week that 
Spoo will miss. 
Hutson said sometimes ic is 
strange co not have Spoo with them 
ac the games and practices. 
"There was a lost feeling and 
there still is," he said. 
Bellantoni said Spoo has been 
missed on and off the fidd. 
"There is no presence of a head 
coach and I fed it's hun us at 
times," he said. 'Tm still down. I 
miss seeing the guy. I really miss 
having him around the office." 
YOLLEYBAU I SEMO 3, EIU 1 
Eastern loses 
10th in a row 
The Panthers losing streak 
reached 10 matches Tuesday 
mght with a 3-1 loss at Ohio Valley 
Conference opponent Southeast 
Missouri. 
Eastern (5-11, 0-5 CNC) won 
the first game 30-22 and held 
the Redhawks to a .073 hitting 
percentage. 
SEMO {9·9, 3-2) responded in the 
second game, hitting .475 en route to 
a 30-20 win. Eastern was led by Efiza 
Zwettler' s 14 kills and 17 digs. 
See ,.,. 11 .., • COllplett .... 
score. 
